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Brand New Ancients
A detailed road map for integrating technology into your organization's core
structure In this one-of-a-kind book, James Best--former Vice President of
AlliedSignal's Computing and Network Operations--shows you how to turn your
company into a successful digital organization. With clear explanations of technical
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trends and their applicability to specific business scenarios, Best provides an easyto-follow, seven-step program that will help get your organization on the right
track--incorporating it into the company's operations. Best's Laws of Computing
Technology breakthroughs require a surrounding infrastructure * Enterprise
solutions must be managed on an enterprise basis * Things break! * Change
causes downtime * Industry standards inhibit innovation * Market share wins, not
technical eloquence * Competitive advantage is hard to sustain * The scope of
every computer project grows * New computer technologies unveil additional
layers of applications that suddenly become feasible and cost-effective * Size is the
great determinant of implementation difficulty * Serendipity does not apply to
computer systems * If data resides in two places, it will be inconsistent Companies
who strive to become digital organizations are faced with the challenge of turning
the promise of technology into actual payoffs within their organizations. In this
unique book, author James Best helps you bring your corporation up to speed by
showing you how to develop--and implement--a business strategy that will
transform your company into a successful digital organization. Formerly
responsible for AlliedSignal's Computing and Network Operations, James Best
knows what it takes to turn a company into a first-rate digital organization.
Originally responsible for melding the three companies--Bendix, Garrett, Allied
Chemical--that made up Allied's foundation into one, Best was charged with
creating a stronger communications and networking system between the triad of
business sectors. Adapting available technology to the needs and objectives of his
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company, Best helped develop a solid strategy that--in effect--combined Allied's
parts and made them into a unified whole. This strategy has made AlliedSignal one
of the most successful digital organizations around. Best delivers the blueprint you
need to make IT initiatives a vital--and effective--part of your company's
infrastructure. Offering clear explanations and straightforward advice, he takes you
through the details of designing a game plan that integrates your people,
processes, and computer systems. With real-world examples from a variety of hightech companies, Best shows you how to incorporate the computer culture into your
organization, and effectively manage and align your computer operations with the
rest of your organization. To get you on the right track--and to help you stay
there--Best provides an easy-to-follow, seven-step program that offers invaluable
details on building and managing an IT department, identifying technologies that
will support your company's overall purpose, and funding IT initiatives effectively.
And with Best's expert recommendations, you'll learn how to manage technology
initiatives and diverse cultures, as well as the application development process.
Clear, comprehensive, and essential, The Digital Organization is the guide that will
help your corporation pursue an effective technology strategy.

The Return
The United States military has been reduced to near extinction, economic turmoil
saps hope, and anarchy threatens, as world powers hover like vultures, eager to
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devour the remains. In a desperate move, powerful men call a secret meeting to
plot the overthrow of the government. 55 men came to Philadelphia in May of 1787
to found the longest lasting republic in world history. This is their story.

The Vanishing Deep
"With his new home in Durango, Colorado, the kind with a nice white picket fence,
and marriage on the horizon, the last thing Steve Dancy wants is trouble. But when
a quarrel with a mining tycoon and his henchmen endangers Dancy's fiancaee and
friends, he has no choice but to fight"--

Wonder Woman: Tempest Tossed
One on the wrong side of the ocean. Lost and wandering the woods, Wynne
Theaton was surviving quite nicely until Rowen Lockton appeared. He saves her
from getting trampled by a thief’s horse, but then becomes insistent on showing
her where she truly is… One refusing to deny fate. Fate tossed Miss Theaton into
his path, and the Duke of Letson is not one to deny fate. But the woman comes
with a host of problems, not the least of which is her belief that she is in another
country. An undeniable attraction neither expected. He was not looking for a wife.
She was only searching for home. But fate has very different plans for the two of
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them—if they can survive the secrets of the past, of the forgotten.

A Darker Sea
January '42. L.A. reels behind the shock of Pearl Harbor. Local Japanese residents
are rounded up and slammed behind bars. Massive thunderstorms hit the city. A
body is unearthed in Griffith Park. The cops tag it a routine dead-man job. They're
wrong. It's an early-warning signal of Chaos. There's a murderous fire and a gold
heist. There's Fifth Column treason on American soil. There are homegrown Nazis,
Commies, and race racketeers. It's populism ascendant. There's two dead cops in a
dive off the jazz-club strip. And three men and one woman have a hot date with
history. Elmer Jackson is a corrupt Vice cop. He's a flesh peddler and a bagman for
the L.A. Chief of Police. Hideo Ashida is a crime-lab whiz, lashed by anti-Japanese
rage. Dudley Smith is PD hardnose working Army Intelligence. He's gone rogue and
gone all-the-way fascist. Joan Conville was born rogue. She's a defrocked Navy
lieutenant and a war profiteer to her core. L.A. '42. Homefront madness. Wartime
inferno--This Storm is James Ellroy's most audacious novel yet. It is by turns
savage, tender, elegiac. It lays bare and celebrates crazed Americans of all stripes.
It is a masterpiece.

When the Tempest Gathers
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A landmark work of more than one hundred scholars, The Heritage Guide to the
Constitution is a unique line-by-line analysis explaining every clause of America's
founding charter and its contemporary meaning. In this fully revised second
edition, leading scholars in law, history, and public policy offer more than two
hundred updated and incisive essays on every clause of the Constitution. From the
stirring words of the Preamble to the Twenty-seventh Amendment, you will gain
new insights into the ideas that made America, important debates that continue
from our Founding, and the Constitution's true meaning for our nation

Red Storm Rising
When a rich Santa Barbara collector acquires a newly discovered Abraham Lincoln
document, he asks detective Greg Evarts and UCLA professor Patricia Baldwin to
authenticate it. Their research launches them into a dangerous struggle with a
secret society formed during Reconstruction. Before they can solve the mystery
surrounding the Lincoln manuscript, a shocking murder forces them to run for their
lives. As they race across the country, they discover a Civil War secret that could
upset the balance of power in North America. Now Evarts and Baldwin must
unravel the 150-year-old conspiracy before it's too late . . . and before they are
silenced for good.
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The Black Pimpernel
Today we hold the Constitution in such high regard that we can hardly imagine
how hotly contested was its adoption. Now Richard Labunski offers a dramatic
account of a time when the entire American experiment hung in the balance, only
to be saved by the most unlikely of heroes--the diminutive and exceedingly shy
James Madison. Here is a vividly written account of not one but several major
political struggles which changed the course of American history. Labunski takes
us inside the sweltering converted theater in Richmond, where for three grueling
weeks, the soft-spoken Madison and the charismatic Patrick Henry fought over
whether Virginia should ratify the Constitution. Madison won the day by a handful
of votes, mollifying Anti-Federalist fears by promising to add a bill of rights to the
Constitution. To do this, Madison would have to win a seat in the First Congress,
which he did by a tiny margin, allowing him to attend the First Congress and
sponsor the Bill of Rights. Packed with colorful details about life in early America,
this compelling and important narrative is the first serious book about Madison
written in many years. It will return this under-appreciated patriot to his rightful
place among the Founding Fathers and shed new light on a key turning point in our
nation's history.

The Shut Mouth Society
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He was etched by the desert’s howling winds, a big, broad-shouldered man who
knew the ways of the Apache and the ways of staying alive. She was a woman
alone raising a young son on a remote Arizona ranch. And between Hondo Lane
and Angie Lowe was the warrior Vittoro, whose people were preparing to rise
against the white men. Now the pioneer woman, the gunman, and the Apache
warrior are caught in a drama of love, war, and honor. From the Paperback edition.

Founding Mothers
In this brilliantly illuminating group portrait of the men who came to be known as
the Founding Fathers, the incomparable Gordon Wood has written a book that
seriously asks, "What made these men great?" and shows us, among many other
things, just how much character did in fact matter. The life of each—Washington,
Adams, Jefferson, Franklin, Hamilton, Madison, Paine—is presented individually as
well as collectively, but the thread that binds these portraits together is the idea of
character as a lived reality. They were members of the first generation in history
that was self-consciously self-made men who understood that the arc of lives, as of
nations, is one of moral progress.

The Shopkeeper
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Control. Freedom. Power. Hunter has everything - dream job, beautiful home, a
woman he adores and who adores him. But he wants more. Needs more. What do
you give the man who has everything? Nothing. You take something away - take
away the most important thing he has - control. He doesn't know what he's getting
himself into. Neither does his girlfriend, Kelly Ann, but the thrill of the new power
she wields will soon throw them both over the edge of the cliff they only vaguely
knew as desire. Ropes, chains, blindfolds and the thrill of the tease combine in this
witty and steamy tale meant to bring more than just Hunter to his knees. Dive in,
indulge, and give up control to Lilith Tempest as she leads you to the very edge of
everything you thought you knew as pleasure. This is Lilith Tempest's first written
work of fiction. She is a loving mother, devoted wife, and skilled lover bringing her
adventures to you.

Blood Ravens: The Dawn of War Omnibus
In 1879, Steve Dancy sells his New York shop and ventures west to explore and
write a journal about his adventures. Though he's not looking for trouble, Dancy's
infatuation with another man's wife soon embroils him in a deadly feud with Sean
Washburn, a Nevada silver baron. Infuriated by the outrages of two hired thugs,
the shopkeeper kills both men in an impulsive street fight. Dancy believes this
barbarian act has closed the episode. He is wrong. He has interfered with
Washburn's ambitions, and this is something the mining tycoon will not allow.
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Pinkertons, hired assassins, and aggrieved bystanders escalate the feud until it
pulls in all the moneyed interests and power brokers in Nevada. Can the former
city slicker settle accounts without losing his life in the process?

Tempest
Kayli Winchester is on the run. Chased out of the hospital when Alice returns with a
warning that she'll be coming for Kayli soon. Emergency protocol is initiated. Axel,
Raven, Corey, Brandon, and Marc are preparing to run themselves. They need to
separate from the Academy to protect everyone from the danger. Kayli and the
Academy team will do whatever they can to protect their families and friends. They
may have to leave Charleston forever to escape Alice's wrath. However, Alice
proves she can be everywhere at once. She’s aligned with powerful forces, a group
possibly more powerful than the Academy, with corrupt police and officials on their
side. No one is safe. No one can be trusted. When people go missing, the police are
pointing fingers at Axel and the others. Just when Axel and the rest of the team are
coming to understand their own complicated romantic relationships with Kayli,
they’re faced with the ultimate realization: staying together could get them all
killed. There’s only one way to handle this: Break all the rules, get to Alice, and
ensure she’ll never be able to exact revenge again. The consequences will be
severe. Success could mean ejection from the Academy. Complete excommunication. Family will be torn apart. And worse, the team might be forced to
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disband forever. Everything is at stake. Not even the Academy is prepared for how
this will go down. The entire organization may not survive. Will Kayli?

Crossing the Animas
Born in the Highlands, Kuini thought his life was simple. You hunt and you fight,
defending your towns against the raids of the Lowlanders and then raiding their
lands in turn. His father was the Warriors' Leader, and he wanted to be just like
him. Yet, Texcoco, the mighty Capital of the Lowlands, seemed incredibly beautiful,
sparkling, its pyramids magnificent. A friendship with the Lowlander boy, the First
Son of the Texcoco Emperor, seemed harmless in the beginning. They were just
boys, and their clandestine meetings were always fun, providing great
entertainment. However, on the day Kuini agrees to finally enter the magnificent
city, it would all change. He expected to get into trouble, but he could not foresee
the extent of the trouble and, worst of all, he did not expect to uncover hidden
secrets concerning his own family.

Legacy
Bestselling author Astrid Scholte, returns with a thrilling adventure in which the
dead can be revivedfor a price. Seventeen-year-old Tempe was born into a world of
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water. When the Great Waves destroyed her planet five hundred years ago, its
people had to learn to survive living on the water, but the ruins of the cities below
still called. Tempe dives daily, scavenging the ruins of a bygone era, searching for
anything of value to trade for Notes. It isn't food or clothing that she wants to buy,
but her dead sister's life. For a price, the research facility on the island of
Palindromena will revive the dearly departed for twenty-four hours before
returning them to death. It isn't a heartfelt reunion that Tempe is after; she wants
answers. Elysea died keeping a terrible secret, one that has ignited an
unquenchable fury in Tempe: Her beloved sister was responsible for the death of
their parents. Tempe wants to know why. But once revived, Elysea has other plans.
She doesn't want to spend her last day in a cold room accounting for a crime she
insists she didn't commit. Elysea wants her freedom and one final glimpse at the
life that was stolen from her. She persuades Tempe to break her out of the facility,
and they embark on a dangerous journey to discover the truth about their parents'
death and mend their broken bond. But they're pursued every step of the way by
two Palindromena employees desperate to find them before Elysea's time is
up--and before the secret behind the revival process and the true cost of restored
life is revealed.

The Academy - Tempest
Omnibus edition of the three Dawn of War novels, which tie in to the best-selling
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THQ computer game.

Murder at Thumb Butte
These are the combat experiences of the first Marine to command a special
operations task force, recounted against a backdrop of his journey from raw
Second Lieutenant to seasoned Colonel and Task Force Commander; from leading
Marines through the streets of Mogadishu, Baghdad, Fallujah and Mosul to
directing multi-national special operations forces in a dauntingly complex fight
against a formidable foe. The journey culminates in the story’s centerpiece: the
fight against ISIS, in which the author is able to use the lessons of his harsh
apprenticeship to lead the SOF task force under his command to hasten the
Caliphate’s eventual demise. Milburn has an unusual background for a US Marine,
and this is no ordinary war memoir. Very few personal accounts of war cover such
a wide breadth of experience, or with so discerning a perspective. As Bing West
comments: “His exceptional skill is telling each story of battle and then knitting
them into a coherent whole. By the end of the book, the reader understands what
happened on the ground in the wars against terrorists over the past twenty years.”
Milburn tells his extraordinary story with self-effacing candor, describing openly his
personal struggles with the isolation of command, post-combat trauma and family
tragedy. And with the skill and insight of a natural story teller, he makes the reader
experience what it’s like to lead those who fight America’s wars.
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The Wednesday Wars
Cokie Roberts's number one New York Times bestseller, We Are Our Mothers'
Daughters, examined the nature of women's roles throughout history and led USA
Today to praise her as a "custodian of time-honored values." Her second bestseller,
From This Day Forward, written with her husband, Steve Roberts, described
American marriages throughout history, including the romance of John and Abigail
Adams. Now Roberts returns with Founding Mothers, an intimate and illuminating
look at the fervently patriotic and passionate women whose tireless pursuits on
behalf of their families -- and their country -- proved just as crucial to the forging of
a new nation as the rebellion that established it. While much has been written
about the men who signed the Declaration of Independence, battled the British,
and framed the Constitution, the wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters they left
behind have been little noticed by history. Roberts brings us the women who
fought the Revolution as valiantly as the men, often defending their very
doorsteps. While the men went off to war or to Congress, the women managed
their businesses, raised their children, provided them with political advice, and
made it possible for the men to do what they did. The behind-the-scenes influence
of these women -- and their sometimes very public activities -- was intelligent and
pervasive. Drawing upon personal correspondence, private journals, and even
favored recipes, Roberts reveals the often surprising stories of these fascinating
women, bringing to life the everyday trials and extraordinary triumphs of
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individuals like Abigail Adams, Mercy Otis Warren, Deborah Read Franklin, Eliza
Pinckney, Catherine Littlefield Green, Esther DeBerdt Reed, and Martha
Washington -- proving that without our exemplary women, the new country might
never have survived. Social history at its best, Founding Mothers unveils the drive,
determination, creative insight, and passion of the other patriots, the women who
raised our nation. Roberts proves beyond a doubt that like every generation of
American women that has followed, the founding mothers used the unique gifts of
their gender -- courage, pluck, sadness, joy, energy, grace, sensitivity, and humor
-- to do what women do best, put one foot in front of the other in remarkable
circumstances and carry on.

The Digital Organization
The story of one man's quest for adventure, love and passion, and his fight for
justice - for animals as well as humans. TESTIMONIALS "The best adventure story
ever I couldn't put it down!" Dr Robert Oxlade "A 'ripping yarn' with a hidden antispeciesism message." Richard Joyce "A great story . It would make a fabulous
movie!" Isabelle Coghill "I laughed out loud at several parts a jolly good adventure
story." Imogen Oxley ABOUT THE AUTHOR Richard D Ryder is well known as a
pioneer of the modern animal protection movement. As a philosopher he coined
the terms speciesism and painism. He is also a psychologist, and the author of ten
non-fiction books. The Black Pimpernel is his first novel.
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Leadville
"[A] crackling nautical history serieselectric."--Wall Street Journal The gripping
naval saga featuring Commander Bliven Putnam, by award-winning historian James
L. Haley continues, chronicling the build up to the biggest military conflict between
the United States and Britain after the Revolution--the War of 1812. At the opening
of the War of 1812, the British control the most powerful navy on earth, and
Americans are again victims of piracy. Bliven Putnam, late of the Battle of Tripoli, is
dispatched to Charleston to outfit and take command of a new 20-gun brig, the
USS Tempest. Later, aboard the Constitution, he sails into the furious early fighting
of the war. Prowling the South Atlantic in the Tempest, Bliven takes prizes and
disrupts British merchant shipping, until he is overhauled, overmatched, and
disastrously defeated by the frigate HMS Java. Its captain proves to be Lord Arthur
Kington, whom Bliven had so disastrously met in Naples. On board he also finds his
old friend Sam Bandy, one of the Java's pressed American seamen kidnapped into
British service. Their whispered plans to foment a mutiny among the captives may
see them hang, when the Constitution looms over the horizon for one of the most
famous battles of the War of 1812 in a gripping, high-wire conclusion. With
exquisite detail and guns-blazing action, A Darker Sea illuminates an unforgettable
period in American history.
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Dark Fire
When New York City shopkeeper Steve Dancy moved west to experience the
frontier, he wound up embroiled in a deadly feud a feud he was forced to settle
with guns. Now all he wants to do is follow up on a few business interests, write
about his adventures, and continue his exploration of the West. But in the autumn
of 1879, Joseph McAllen asks Dancy for help. Ute renegades have abducted a
young girl near Mesa Verde, Colorado, and the Pinkerton captain wants him to join
the rescue party. Surprisingly, the trail doesn't lead into the San Juan Mountains,
but to Leadville -- a rich mining town teeming with the worst elements of a raw
frontier. Bitter feuds, vendettas, and greed turn the affair into a bloody conflict that
spans the state. Dancy has proven that he can handle himself in dangerous
situations. But will this shopkeeper survive the perils of an untamed mountain
wilderness?

Hondo
In this sweeping novel inspired by the Iran-Contra affair, master storyteller James
A. Michener conjures the triumphs and tragedies of one family and their dynamic
role in the history of the United States and its founding document. Over a tense
weekend of reflection, Major Norman Starr of the National Security Council
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prepares to appear before a congressional committee to publicly account for his
covert actions. Hoping to learn something from his proud, troubled heritage, Starr
looks for guidance in the lives of his ancestors: all-Americans who weren't always
right. From a framer of the Constitution to a slave owner, from a Supreme Court
justice to a courageous suffragist, each recalls an important legacy that Starr must
somehow reconcile with his own perilous dilemma. Praise for Legacy "Michener has
left his own legacy. . . . [He] is an educator, not just in history but in ethics, and like
any good educator, he's not afraid to confront a complex world."--Edward
Rutherfurd, Chicago Tribune "Michener tells interesting stories about the
Constitution, even if they are fiction. He brings the document alive. . . . Each tale is
told with the Michener flair."--United Press International "An impressive amount of
historical drama . . . Captivating historical vignettes [are] woven skillfully within
Starr's talks with his loving wife and loyal attorney."--Kirkus Reviews "A revealing
book . . . about the forging of the Constitution and the crises that shaped
it."--Associated Press

Beautiful Tempest
Prior to 1776, world history was primarily written about kings and emperors. The
American experiment shook the world. Not only did the colonies break away from
the biggest and most powerful empire in history, but they also took the musings of
the brightest thinkers of the Enlightenment and implemented them. The founding
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of the United States was simultaneously an armed rebellion against tyranny and a
revolution of ideas -- ideas that changed the course of world history.

Tempest at Dawn
Yes, the gods are on the park bench, the gods are on the bus, / The gods are all
here, the gods are in us. / The gods are timeless, fearless, fighting to be bold, /
conviction is a heavy hand to hold, / grip it, winged sandals tearing up the
pavement -- / you, me, everyone: Brand New Ancients. Kate Tempest's words in
Brand New Ancients are written to be read aloud; the book combines poem, rap,
and humanist sermon, by turns tender and fierce. Set in Southeast London, Brand
New Ancients finds the mythic in the mundane. It is the story of two half-brothers,
Thomas and Clive, unknown to each other -- Thomas the result of an affair between
his mother and Clive's father. Tempest, with wide-ranging empathy, takes us inside
the passionless marriage of Jane and Kevin -- the man who suspects Thomas is not
his son, but loves him just the same -- and the neighboring home of Mary and
Brian, where betrayal has not been so placidly accepted. The sons of these two
households -- quiet, creative Thomas and angry, destructive Clive -- will cross
paths in adolescence, their fates converging with mortal fury. These characters'
loves, their infidelities, their disappointments and their small comforts -- these,
Tempest argues, are timeless. Our lives and our choices are no less important than
those of history and myth. Awarded the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry,
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Brand New Ancients insists on our importance as individuals -- and asserts Kate
Tempest's importance as a talent impossible to ignore.

The Switch
A 2008 Newbery Honor Book In this Newbery Honor-winning novel, Gary D.
Schmidt offers an unforgettable antihero. The Wednesday Wars is a wonderfully
witty and compelling story about a teenage boy’s mishaps and adventures over
the course of the 1967–68 school year in Long Island, New York. Meet Holling
Hoodhood, a seventh-grader at Camillo Junior High, who must spend Wednesday
afternoons with his teacher, Mrs. Baker, while the rest of the class has religious
instruction. Mrs. Baker doesn’t like Holling—he’s sure of it. Why else would she
make him read the plays of William Shakespeare outside class? But everyone has
bigger things to worry about, like Vietnam. His father wants Holling and his sister
to be on their best behavior: the success of his business depends on it. But how
can Holling stay out of trouble when he has so much to contend with? A bully
demanding cream puffs; angry rats; and a baseball hero signing autographs the
very same night Holling has to appear in a play in yellow tights! As fate sneaks up
on him again and again, Holling finds Motivation—the Big M—in the most
unexpected places and musters up the courage to embrace his destiny, in spite of
himself.
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James Madison and the Struggle for the Bill of Rights
When Moslem fundamentalists destroy a key Soviet oil complex, the Russians
initiate a plan of diplomatic trickery for their seizure of Persian Gulf oil

Revolutionary Characters
The United States is on the brink of total collapse. The military has been reduced to
near extinction, economic turmoil saps hope, and anarchy threatens as world
powers hover like vultures, eager to devour the remains. In a desperate move, a
few powerful men call a secret meeting to plot the overthrow of the government.
Fifty-five men came to Philadelphia in May of 1787 with a congressional charter to
revise the Articles of Confederation. Instead they founded the longest lasting
republic in world history. "Tempest at Dawn" tells their story.

The Heritage Guide to the Constitution
Welcome to the Dead House. Three students: dead. Carly Johnson: vanished
without a trace. Two decades have passed since an inferno swept through
Elmbridge High, claiming the lives of three teenagers and causing one student,
Carly Johnson, to disappear. The main suspect: Kaitlyn, "the girl of nowhere."
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Kaitlyn's diary, discovered in the ruins of Elmbridge High, reveals the thoughts of a
disturbed mind. Its charred pages tell a sinister version of events that took place
that tragic night, and the girl of nowhere is caught in the center of it all. But many
claim Kaitlyn doesn't exist, and in a way, she doesn't - because she is the alter ego
of Carly Johnson. Carly gets the day. Kaitlyn has the night. It's during the night that
a mystery surrounding the Dead House unravels and a dark, twisted magic ruins
the lives of each student that dares touch it. Debut author Dawn Kurtagich
masterfully weaves together a thrilling and terrifying story using psychiatric
reports, witness testimonials, video footage, and the discovered diary - and as the
mystery grows, the horrifying truth about what happened that night unfolds.

Principled Action
Princess Diana of Themyscira believes that her 16th birthday will be one of new
beginnings-namely, acceptance into the warrior tribe of the Amazons. But her
birthday celebrations are cut short when rafts carrying refugees break through the
barrier that separates her island home from the outside world. When Diana defies
the Amazons to try to bring the outsiders to safety, she finds herself swept away
by the stormy sea. Cut off from everything she's ever known, Diana herself
becomes a refugee in an unfamiliar land. Now Diana must survive in the world
beyond Themyscira for the first time-a world that is filled with danger and injustice
unlike anything she's ever experienced. With new battles to be fought and new
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friends to be made, she must redefine what it means to belong, to be an Amazon,
and to make a difference. From New York Times bestselling author Laurie Halse
Anderson (Speak) and acclaimed artist Leila del Duca (Shutter), Wonder Woman:
Tempest Tossed is a story about growing into your strength, fighting for justice,
and finding home.

Jenny's Revenge
"Jenny Bolton has plans, and they don't bode well for Steve Dancy. He once served
as her paladin, but rejected her without as much as a goodbye. Now four years
later, Steve is soon to marry and Jenny is mad for revenge"--

The Dead House
Julie Cross's Vortex is the thrilling second installment of the Tempest series, in
which the world hangs in the balance as a lovelorn Jackson must choose who to
save Jackson Meyer has thrown himself into his role as an agent for Tempest, the
shadowy division of the CIA that handles all time-travel-related threats. Despite his
heartbreak at losing the love of his life, Jackson has proved himself to be an
excellent agent. However, after an accidental run in with Holly—the girl he altered
history to save—Jackson is once again reminded of what he's lost. And when
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Eyewall, an opposing division of the CIA, emerges, Jackson and his fellow agents
not only find themselves under attack, but Jackson begins to discover that the
world around him has changed and someone knows about his erased relationship
with Holly, putting both their lives at risk all over again.

Vortex
The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the
Sacraments, Together with the Psalter
Becky, Harry, and Leon are leaving London in a fourth-hand Ford with a suitcase
full of stolen money, in a mess of tangled loyalties and impulses. But can they truly
leave the city that's in their bones? Kate Tempest's novel reaches back through
time--through tensely quiet dining rooms and crassly loud clubs--to the first time
Becky and Harry meet. It sprawls through their lives and those they touch--of their
families and friends and faces on the street--revealing intimacies and the moments
that make them. And it captures the contemporary struggle of urban life, of young
people seeking jobs or juggling jobs, harboring ambitions and making
compromises. The Bricks that Built the Houses is an unexpected love story. It's
about being young, but being part of something old. It's about how we become
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ourselves, and how we effect our futures. Rich in character and restless in
perspective, driven by ethics and empathy, it asks--and seeks to answer--how best
to live with and love one another. *Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times

The Bricks that Built the Houses
There is always a price to pay So Darius warned her when she accepted a position
with his traveling troupe. And gazing mesmerized at the merciless slash of his
mouth, the implacable resolve on his face, the soulless emptiness of his black
eyes, Tempest was afraid to ask what it was. She had always been different, apart
from others. From the moment his arms closed around her, enveloping her in a
sorcerer's spell, Darius seemed to understand her unique gifts. But did his kiss
offer the love and belonging she sought, or a danger more potent than his own
panthers? Somewhere deep inside herself, Tempest realized she knew the answer.
She had no choice but to accept the velvet stroke of his tongue, submit to the
white-hot heat piercing her skin, welcome an erotic pleasure like no other….

The Losses
#1 New York Times bestselling author Johanna Lindsey now reveals the
tempestuous story of Jacqueline Malory whose furious desire for revenge leads to a
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confrontation with the handsome pirate who abducted her—and sparks a much
steamier kind of desire. For the first time, James Malory and his Anderson in-laws
agree on something: It’s payback time for the culprit who kidnapped James and
Georgina’s beloved daughter Jack from her American debutante party and whisked
her away to the Caribbean, no matter that she escaped unscathed. James figured
out who masterminded the dastardly plot and is leading a fleet of ships to the West
Indies to deliver some Malory-style retribution. More interested in revenge than in
finding a husband during her first London Season, Jack is furious that her father left
her behind. Then an intriguing stranger leads her and her older brother Jeremy to
her mysterious abductor. But instead of capturing him, the Malory siblings wind up
as his “ guests” on a ship sailing away from England. As Jack re-engages in a battle
of wills with her all too attentive captor, she realizes he is no ordinary pirate,
perhaps no pirate at all, but a nobleman determined to settle a score that dates
back to the days when her father was known as Captain Hawk—and what
endangers her most is the increasingly passionate attraction they feel for each
other.

This Storm
In the spring of 1880, Steve Dancy travels to Prescott, Arizona, to gain control of a
remarkable invention. But on his first night in the territorial capital, his friend Jeff
Sharp is arrested for a midnight murder at Thumb Butte. Dancy launches a
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personal investigation to find the real murderer, only to discover that the whole
town wanted the victim dead. For help, he turns to another old friend and
associate, Captain Joseph McAllen of the Pinkerton National Detective Agency. Can
Dancy identify the true killer before his friend stretches a rope on the courthouse
square? About the Author James D. Best is the author of "The Shopkeeper,"
"Leadville," "The Shut Mouth Society," "Tempest at Dawn," and "The Digital
Organization." He lives in Paradise Valley, Arizona, with his wife, Diane.

Worth of a Duke
"Return to danger" It's the summer of 1880, and Thomas Edison's incandescent
bulb is poised to put the gaslight industry out of business. Knowing a good
business opportunity, former New York shopkeeper Steve Dancy sets out to obtain
a license for Edison's electric lamp. Edison agrees, under one condition: Dancy and
his friends must stop the saboteurs who are disrupting his electrification of Wall
Street. After two years of misadventures out West, the assignment appears to be
right up his alley. But new troubles await him in New York City. Dancy has brought
a woman with him, and his high-society family disapproves. More worrisome, he
has also unknowingly dragged along a feud that began out West. The feud could
cost him Edison's backing and possibly his life. About the Author James D. Best is
the author of "The Shopkeeper," "Leadville," "Murder at Thumb Butte," "The Shut
Mouth Society," "Tempest at Dawn," "The Digital Organization," and "Principled
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Action." He lives in Omaha, Nebraska, with his wife, Diane. Praise for Steve Dancy
titles "You'll find yourself lost in the book." Maritza Barone, "Woman's Day" "Once
again, Best has penned a fine read." C. K. Crigger, "Roundup Magazine" "This is a
fast-paced tale with an interesting heroyou'll certainly find enough twists and turns
to provide an entertaining and exciting story." Western Writers of America, August,
2008 "The James Best booksare about the best new western series to come along
since Larry McMurtry." Larry Winget, "True West Magazine," March, 2012 "This is a
compelling narrative and as good as the best of classic westerns. James D. Best is
a name to remember." "Saline River Chronicle" "The Shopkeeper is quick and fun
to read, perfect for a vacation escape." Diane Scearce, "Nashville Examiner"

Tempest at Dawn
Commentaries on the Laws of England
Alone and on the run, can Librarian Rhamah find a way to contact his Chapter and
arrange a rescue before he is overcome by his relentless, corrupted pursuers? Goto
unleashes the third explosive novel in the 'Dawn of War' series, which is released
to coincide with a new computer game from THQ.
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The Highlander
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